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PUBLISHER CASE STUDY
WeatherBug Increases Monthly Revenue with InMobi Mediation
THE CHALLENGE:
As one of the world’s most popular free weather apps with 20 million users worldwide, WeatherBug was looking to
improve global ad revenue while also reducing its SDK load.
THE INMOBI SOLUTION:
To solve these issues, WeatherBug turned to the InMobi mediation platform to take advantage of true unified
auctions and increase the number of ad sources available, without having to implement numerous additional
SDKs directly into the app. The InMobi mediation platform is unique in that it supports true competition and
openness through unified auctions, where buyers bid on all inventory in real time as soon as it becomes
available, which helps to boost publisher revenues through dynamic pricing while reducing latency through
server-to-server connections and fewer passbacks.
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THE RESULTS:
Once In just two months after implementing InMobi’s mediation platform, Weatherbug had already seen
significant results thanks to simultaneous ad calls coming through a central platform. In looking at the last six
months of 2017 compared to the first four months of 2018, WeatherBug saw an increase in eCPM and an overall
revenue jump of 15 percent. Thanks to the success realized from InMobi’s mediation platform, WeatherBug will be
doubling down on its usage by moving more of its demand and mediation business to the solution. Unified
auctions coming through just one SDK can be a boon for the app.
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“In an effort to cut down on individual partner SDKs, we tried InMobi’s mediation platform. We have had great success in driving higher eCPMs utilizing
their unified auction, as we find this to be a more efficient and profitable way to do business. Another crucial element for us was the excellent
customer service we got from InMobi, as they are quick to respond and offer a lot of insightful ideas on how to get the most from their mediation
layer..”
-

Ed Arrandale, Director of Programmatic & Monetization at WeatherBug

PUBLISHER CASE STUDY
The Meet Group Matches with InMobi to Increase Mobile Ad Revenue
THE CHALLENGE:
Just as MeetMe helps people connect across the world, InMobi helped MeetMe connect to diverse advertising
demand sources worldwide with a unique multi-tiered monetization model to increase revenue.
THE INMOBI SOLUTION:
MeetMe connects over 100 million global users with similar interests from around the world. MeetMe knew that to
maximize its revenue, they needed to ensure their extensive global ad inventory was being used to its full potential.
As the industry moves away from legacy waterfall models, MeetMe needed to better serve advertisers’ varying
CPM appetites by users on the same ad unit. To solve this problem, InMobi architected an innovative multi-tier
monetization solution. This custom solution, akin to header bidding, allowed the MeetMe app to call on InMobi to
deliver contextualized ad units at price points that fluctuate based on demand.
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THE RESULTS:
Once the solution went live in June 2017, the MeetMe app enjoyed an immediate diversification of advertising
demand, with the number of unique advertisers increasing almost 5x. This structure created a sustainable
monetization model, with revenues now spread across more advertisers. InMobi delivered 4x higher CPMs while
contributing an average of $10,000 in daily revenue from over 85 countries across the globe.
“As one of The Meet Group's preferred monetization partners, InMobi has developed intelligent solutions to some rather complex challenges. As a
result, The Meet Group has seen a steady increase in eCPM growth on their platform which has produced increased efficiency and revenue. Additionally,
the hands-on service we get from the InMobi team, combined with detailed reporting and overall transparency, is part of what makes InMobi one of our
most trusted partners.”
-

Bill Alema, Chief Revenue Officer at The Meet Group
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